Data and search service scenario in the Life Sciences
In the Life Sciences:
• Numerous data, sparsely distributed in many heterogeneous sources -Many are ranked data (or partially ranked) of various types, representing different phenomena, e.g.: physical ordering, e.g. within a genome Analytical order through algorithmically assigned scores, e.g. representing levels of sequence similarity experimentally measured values, such as gene expression levels Common Aspects:
• Multi-topic queries (e.g. sequence similarity, gene expression)
• Ranking composition (e.g. similarity score, diff. expression p-value)
• The answers are on the Web A knowledgeable user would do the query step-by-step:
• Search proteins similar to a given protein and get their ID
• Search genes that codify such proteins and get their symbol
• Search a gene expression DB and find the differential expression of such genes in the given biological condition / tissue
• Order results by best similarity and differential expression values
After hours of painful search the user might actually succeed!
• Can this be done better? 
